
Older Person’s Council
(OPC)

Wednesday 27 April
2016

Starting at 1.07pm

Attendees: John Hayes (Chair), Nancy Pollock, Dermot Whelan, Jan Reid (scheduled to 
leave at 1.21pm), Sonya Sloan, Jenny Glen, Beverley Chappell, Celia Harlen, Trevor Daniell,
Cr D Scott, Fred MacDonald, Helen McKernan, Jill Stansfield, Kathy Spiers, Dale Evans, 
Barbara Niccol, Heather Dawson, Cr Gavin Welsh, Tania Parata (KCDC), Claire Rewi 
(KCDC) and Pookie Watson (KCDC). 

Apologies: Cr K Gurunathan, Marie O’Sullivan, Dale Evans and David Swallow. 

Welcome: 
John Hayes (Chair) welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

Previous Minutes:

Moved (Barbara/Sonya)

That the minutes of the Older Persons’ Council meeting on 30 March 2016 be 
accepted as a true and accurate record of that meeting.

Carried 

Chair’s Report:
- OPC received a request from Age-friendly Kāpiti for funding for the Business 

initiative. Awaiting more information from this group, there is funding available from 
KCDC for Older Persons Council Projects.

- John Hayes congratulated Sonya for a successful transport forum on Monday 18 
April 2016. 

- John informed OPC that New Zealand Government had introduced a new disability 
strategy and the OPC had been invited to contribute and inform this new strategy to 
provide direction for the government for the next ten years. More information can be 
found on the website: jointheconversation.nz  

- John recently spoke at the U3A kaleidoscope and will be speaking soon at the 
combined Probus clubs of Kāpiti. 

- Judith Davey compiled a bibliography of research on ‘Aging in New Zealand’ it is a 
very impressive document PDF files could be downloaded online. Hard copies will be
available shortly by emailing the Office of Senior Citizens OSC@MSD.govt.nz. John 
thanked OPC members for putting forward submissions for the Annual Plan 2016-17.

-

Ōtaki River-bridge Update:
Fred MacDonald updated OPC that NZTA are currently working on a design for the Ōtaki 
River-bridge. 

Kiosk:
Trevor Daniell spoke to this item. He has issues concerning the kiosk at Maclean Park.
Trevor believes that the kiosk needs to have a better system. He was concerned about the 
kiosk not having running water in the building or a telephone in case of an emergency. He 
also brought up the need for a working roster as the current system is not working very well, 
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also mentioned needing to develop a proper job description for the volunteers working in the 
kiosk.  The organisation has three months to come up with comprehensive plan for the kiosk.
A brief discussion took place further on what could be done to improve it.   

Jan Reid left the meeting at 1.21pm and did not return.

Guest Speaker: Alison Law – KCDC Parks and Recreation Manager, Update – Maclean 
Park:

Alison Law spoke to this item. 

Alison was invited to speak at the OPC meeting by John Hayes (Chair) regarding a 
discussion that took place at the previous meeting about the empty pond at Maclean Park. 
Alison explained the actions and on-going issues that took place from 2013 to current year 
such as recurring leaks and bitumen melting in to the water. 

On-going maintenance of the pond has been required to try to minimise the leaks. Council 
has decided not to invest further money in to the pond with the view to undertake a 
development plan for the full park.  The development plan will involve community input 
before any further action takes place.  

  
Age-friendly 33-38.25

- Jill reported on the recent Age Friendly Steering Group Meeting.
- Electra is on board with the Age-Friendly concept and would like the older people to 

consider and nominate businesses who they consider are  Age-Friendly for a 
business award recognising age friendly business

- Partial funding would come from Sevenoaks Retirement Trust and Jill hoped Council 
would also considering helping to fund this. 

- NZ Association of Gerontologists is $35 to join for an unwaged person. 
- The role Jill is involved with for the Age Friendly steering group is concerned with 

Access, Jill has put together background information regarding access  which is 
based on the Accessible Wellington Action Plan.

- Jill had talked about width of footpaths was too narrow in some places making it 
difficult for pedestrians and mobility scooters to pass one another easily, but was glad
that some footpaths had been upgraded. Cr D Scott said that plans for Kāpiti Road 
leading up to the motorway would include footpath upgrade to 2.5 Metres wide. Fred 
MacDonald added that NZTA Team talked about widening footpaths to 3 Metres. 

- An update had been made from Trevor Daniell that Sarah Clark and Robin Scott 
(Age Concern) had both resigned, they have been appointed into other jobs.  Jill will 
write a letter expressing the thanks of Kāpiti OPC for the work that Sarah Clark has 
completed.  

- Maggie Barrie attended the Grey Power Conference; she is very supportive of Age-
Friendly and are concentrating on the areas of Auckland, Hamilton, New Plymouth 
and Kāpiti as being areas leading the way in aged friendly initiatives.    

Shed of the Year Project Update
Claire Rewi spoke to this item on behalf of Marie O’Sullivan.

Marie is currently looking for sponsorship from local business. Mitre 10 came back with a 
definite ‘no’ while Bunnings Warehouse and Placemakers had not yet responded. 
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Elder Person of the Year
Sonya spoke to this item.

- Looked for sponsorship so the team could use that fund to start advertising. 
- The Hearing Company is interested to sponsor again this year. 
- Nigel Hopkins agreed to be a Judge. 

Emergency Civil Defence - Ōtaki 
Fred spoke to this item. He had a number of issues for Ōtaki that could arise in an 
emergency:   

- Radio communication and back-up power generator would be essential in an 
emergency. The Police Station and St John don’t have a back-up generator, only the 
Medical Centre and the Fire Department do. 

- Water: he believed that Ōtaki need its own reservoir.     
- A solar-powered communication system with built-in speaker that allows the Civil 

Defence Headquarter to speak to the community in case of an emergency. Laptops 
are also essential. 

- Sonya added that ‘neighbourhood support is the way to start’ by finding out what 
facilities the community have in their own area such as caravans with a generator.
She added that funding is required for the neighbourhood support to be effective.    

- Kathy Spiers mentioned that a REMO report took place in Council. Someone has 
advised the Ōtaki Community Board regarding the potential issues that could arise. 
They would be setting up a community HUBs as well as a community response plan. 
This will also take place in Paraparaumu area once the Ōtaki HUB is completed. The 
Paraparaumu/Raumati Community Board has requested for the spare water tanks 
from the Expressway and will put that around the Kāpiti Coast.    

- John Hayes referred back to the radio communication being the key communication 
system in emergencies and referring to the local radio station as ‘becoming a dying 
breed’ as it contained more music than actual hosts talking.   

- Cr Welsh recommended that Scott Dray (Emergency Management) brief OPC 
regarding the facilities available and other matters. 

- Jill Stansfield pointed out that it should be everyone’s personal responsibility to be 
prepared in an emergency. 

Round the table discussions:

John Hayes
- 15 June 2016 is the World Elder-Abuse Awareness Day and would like to suggest 

that do something to ‘mark it’.
- A seminar will be held the Southward Car Museum on Friday 29 April 2016 and will 

be speaking about the issues with annuities.   

Jill Stansfield
- Information on the positive strategy document can be found on the Office of senior 

citizens’ website.  
- Age-friendly Cities booklet as a hard-copy and electronic copy is available with Jill.  

Helen McKernan 
- Had recently been asked by staff at the Coastland Food Court if she’s a senior citizen

and that she would qualify for a discount. 

Fred MacDonald
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- Fred received a text from a disabled lady in a wheel chair that she felt that ACC are 
‘giving her a run around’ and not paying her as they should. Fred would like to help 
her and would be taking Jenny Glen to talk to the lady.  

- Walker Park, Ōtaki is land owned by the council and is been used by the motor camp
for several years. Local members ‘gathered around’ as they are unhappy that nothing
has been done to stop this. Local members who gathered would like the land back 
for public use. 

- A teenager got kicked out of the Trans metro train in Waikanae as she had a cat in a 
cage when entering the train. A similar incident also took place a while back as the 
train guard would not let a lady enter the train with a hearing dog. 

Cr D Scott 
- Defibrillators: there are a number around the district, would like it know where they 

are all located,.  

Trevor Daniell 
- For the Super Gold Card scheme to work effectively and make it more affordable for 

older people it needs to be a joint venture between Regional Council and the 
Government. 

- Trevor reported that the general view around the country that there will be no 
increase in Council Housing and that it should be transferred to Social Housing 
providers. Cr Welsh supported Trevor’s view and spoke regarding stream lining the 
process and trying to get away from duplication of services, mentioned that if council 
were to invest into Housing, it would have to bring positive changes to current 
Council house users to make it worthwhile investigating.  

- Maggie Barry’s recent presentation presented the concept of ‘seniors’ champions’ 
three have been appointed nationally, Precious McKenzie being one and perhaps it 
may be timely for Kāpiti OPC should look into appointing one for this area.

Celia Harker
- Jackie Elliot attended the last Abbeyfield meeting and has put forward a suggestion 

regarding available land for Abbeyfield, Jackie will follow up this suggestion and 
report back 

Dale Evans 
- Had a ticket while parking on the berm in Manly Street and is unhappy with the 

bylaw. He mentioned that it could be hazardous for cars driving along narrow roads 
to pass as they have to swerve to the middle of the lane, Dale would like the bylaw 
abolished  along with a number of other bylaws   

 Beverley Chappell
- Agrees with Dale Evans that the parking bylaw is ludicrous. 
- She believes that the Civil Defence Team are ‘more organised that we think’.
- Beverley stated that computers are found in libraries and are free to use by anyone. 

She added that The Kāpiti Coast District Council (KCDC) has pushed for residents to
purchase their own emergency water tanks 10 years ago. 

- Beverley agreed with Jill that everyone should be personally responsible for making 
sure they are prepared in case of an emergency.  Paraparaumu has its own 
Neighbourhood Support. 

- The Red Cross is raising money for the Nepal Earthquake affected residents. 
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Kathy Spiers 
- Paraparaumu/Raumati Community Board (PRCB) had not heard back from The 

Capital and Coast District Health Board (CCDHB) regarding setting up a local health 
advisory group in Kāpiti but Tracey Ferry (Community Services Executive Secretary) 
will be following this matter up. 

- 21st – 29th May is Youth Week which is run by the Kāpiti Youth Council, the theme is 
‘giving back is giving forward’. Nominations for award close on the 8th May, so give 
some thought to whom you would like to nominate, any young person that has done 
something good in the community. 

Jenny Glen
- Would like Civil Defence to consider the use of cellular phones for communication in 

case of an emergency,  Technology is so advanced that computers are almost a thing
of the past and are being surmounted by other forms of technology

- Had received a Fitbit for her 80th birthday and is very happy with it.

Sonya Sloan 
- Nothing to report 

Dermot Whelan 
- Asked Fred MacDonald if the House of Hope is closed. It is still open and therefore 

still available for emergency housing. 
- Dermot asked John Hayes whether if a date had been set for the Shed of the Year 

Award. John confirmed that it will be in the middle of October. Until there’s a sponsor 
then the date will not be finalised. 

- Went to Whitby to visit his daughter and received a parking ticket for parking on the 
berm. He measured the distance of the car to the middle of the road, took a photo 
and sent it off to Council there and 3 days later they cancelled the ticket. 

- World Elder Abuse Awareness Day is recognised on 15 June which happens to be 
Pristine Tilley’s birthday (Elder Abuse Co-ordinator).  Aged concern will be completing
some publicity running up to the day and will have a street collection and having an 
information stand set up at the mall on that day. 

Cr G Welsh    
- He dislikes parking tickets and there needs to be an effort put into infrastructure 

around parking in Paraparaumu and Waikanae. He believes that there ‘needs to be a
balance in lifestyle, infrastructure and our environment’. 

- Youth Festival was very successful with the involvement from ZEAL and its inter-
generational activities made it enjoyable for all. 

- Neighbourly: It is a good network, not sure if it is more effective than Facebook as 
everyone has access to that. 

-
Heather Dawson

- In September 2014, worked with Scott Dray for the REMO private project on Gavin 
Road where community must survive without running water for the weekend, a 
positive attitude from the community.  

Barbara Niccol
- Nothing to report.

Beverley Luccan
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Beverley is referring to the minutes of 30 March 2016 as she had been away:
- Read ‘around the table discussion’ in the minutes of and saw Sonya’s comment 

regarding older people with mobility issues getting on and off the toilet. She had dealt
with Sean Hester (Acting Property Services Manager) in the past. Sonya added that 
if public bathrooms have handrail by the toilet it would be useful for those who need 
it. 

- Prefer the ‘in my lifetime’ blackboard to be changed back to ‘before I die’. Beverley 
would also like the board to be placed in a well-used area such as the Coastlands 
mall or in the library.

Dale Evans 
- Parking tickets: $6,000 had been collected from Ōtaki in one day and $3,500 had 

been collected from Paraparaumu in half a day.   
- Water meters: Dale believes that this issue had been brought up 2 triennium ago that

Council recommended that ‘rate-payers’ put water tanks in their own property as to 
save more water. But water meters are working the opposite as the fixed charge still 
applies even if the water is not used. 

Meeting concludes at 2.50pm 

The next meeting will be on Wednesday 25 May 2016, at 1.00pm  


